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Key impressions
 My first time at ACA Submit. A very well organized event with lots of
breakout sessions to cater for different interests and level of
knowledge.
 What surprises me is the size of a typical Angel Group in USA is not
dissimilar to NZ. However minimum investment level is larger at
US$10k and $25k in the Bay area.
 Our angel community is as active and vibrant. In terms of knowledge
and experience, the USA angel scene is definitely more mature.
Key learnings
 Diversification: Need 50 companies +, rather than 12 – 20 previously
widely adopted.
 The following CEO / founder combinations have the best chance of
success: (a) Second time + CEO (b) Female (c) Team rather than Solo
 A lot of VCs in the USA will only fund opportunities within 20 miles’
radius. There are exceptions but not common. For NZ companies
wanting to explore getting VC funding, it is important to have presence
in USA early on.
 I spoke to a few groups (Oklahoma, North Carolina, Alaska, Kentucky)
that have very similar capital issues like NZ whereby there are no VC
funding available in their area and companies will either die due to
capital starvation or have to move to the Bay. Life science seems to be
an exception whereby there appears to be an active M&A market for
companies after phase 1 which can be supported by Angels.
 Lack of DD in the capital area with regards to amount of capital needed
and who will fund it. Not all good companies will be funded by VC.
 Reverse vesting is very common in USA and highly recommended by a
few speakers. An area I believe is of value to adopt in New Zealand.
Conference session insights and highlights


Wednesday



o 8am: Workshop – Mitigating Risk with New Deal structures: from
Terms Sheets to Exits
 Great session which provides useful information on
different types of term sheets ranging from convertible
debt, common stock, preferred stock, SAFE, KISS and
other new funding models, such as revenue based
financing and redeemable preferred stock (e.g. 50% of
investment repurchase at multiple on the 3x the original
price)
 90% of first time CEO fail and reduce to 40% for second
time and above CEO. Woman CEO produce 31% higher
ROI.
 Reverse vesting is high recommended.
o 3pm: Investing through the Generations – The Draper Family
o 5.30pm: The American Angel – Report on Demographics of US
Angels
 80% male, 17% based in California, 59 medium age, 25%
3 years of less.
 Medium size cheque $25k with size up to $750k
 Women investor like women founder and impact investing
Thursday
o 7am: How Angels can Make the most of Online Platform?
 Propel(x), a platform that specialize in deep technology
platform presents. 90% of their members / investors are
experienced start up investors.
o 8am: Halo Report
 Deal flow - California 30%, Southeast 12%
 Pre-money valuation reduced from 4.5m to 3.6m for the
1st round
 New investments vs follow up – 50/50
o 8.15am: Ahead of the curve
 Industry exhibiting significant declining costs curve
include
 Gene Sequencing: opportunities for personalized
medicine
 Energy storage: opportunities for commercial and
personal devices, storage technologies
 Computer power: opportunities in Life science and
energy, sensors
o 9.45am: After the check
 If you are not director of the company, the key things you
can help are:
 Provide directors, customers, new hires, new
investors and business partners
 Encourage directors to discuss Minimum
acceptable offer in each board meeting and control
CEO compensation.
 Always tell the company you have dry powder to follow
on. That is the best leverage you have as investor.
o 11.00am: Structured Exit

One of the best seminar I attended where alternative
funding models were explored:
 Revenue based financing adopted by lighter
capital: loan with high interest payable based on
revenue achievement, rather than table loan.
 Annual dividend based on % of revenue adopted
by Cadenza innovation
 Alternative investment structure with penny
warrant and convertible notes, in order to improve
on the liquidation propriety and opportunity to get
notes repaid in next round.
o 2.15pm: Next big thing, VR, IoT, Deep Learning
 It is about finding commercial application
 IoT now getting more mature and practical, voice can be
the next enablement in IoT
 VR getting more business adoption outside games, over
the hype peak.
 AI and AR: peak of the hype cycle
 Any of the above can still blow up.
o 3.15pm: Follow on rounds produce better returns?
 No consensus and something that can debated for a long
time
 “Pay to play” plays a big part why investors are following
on as they will convert to original shares if they don’t
follow, once VC are involved.
o 4.30pm: Sex, Angels and a $1B Exit
 Amazing story where founder invented a female Vigra.
She shared her journey on creating the company,
working with investor and her billion exit.
Friday
o 8am: Recruiting, Retaining and Engaging Member angels
 Recruit: Existing member is the best source of
recruitment tool. Other tools include PR, getting involved
in incubator and accelerator, fee reduction for referral.
 Get members to engage in local startup function as
mentors.
 Typical fee ranges from $1k to $2.5k per annum
 One group use family membership to allow spouses and
adult kids to attend and invest.
 Member who do not invest in the 1st year don’t usually
end up staying
o 9am: Money ball your angel investments?
 Interesting approach adopted by one group in order to
reduce investment decision by using “Gut feel”. Adopt a 6
stages process including:
 Blind pitch using slides only
 Final pitch only in front of accredited investors, not
advisor and mentors
 Team is much better than solo founder.




The next big thing can come from any channel. Twitter
and demo day outperform referral by 50%.
o 10am: Fireside Chat with Mitch Kapor and Freada Kapor Klein
 Founded Kapor Capital which will only do impact
investing. They discussed methods they adopt to improve
both gender and ethnicity diversity in founders and
investors.
o 11.15am: Strategies to combat excessive valuation
 Founders education is the key. Use structured approach
and use clear examples on impact of using their estimate
valuation and the effect on subsequent rounds.
 Ratchet and other similar mechanism (such as vested
warrants to investors for non-performance to milestone
and second ESOP that is vested based on company
hitting milestones) are also used as a way to deal with
excessive valuation.
 Trade certain preference rights for reduction in valuation.
E.g. Anti-dilution rights
o 12.00pm: The Resource Efficiency Revolution
 Speaker is a board member of Tesla and he covered how
new technologies and reduction in battery prices can
create some great investment opportunities.


Conference organization – key “do’s and don’ts” you picked up








Suse helped a lot of organization and co-ordination for the activities
and meet up surrounding the conference, which is invaluable. Thank
you Suse!!
Bring lots of business cards. You will meet a lot of people and find that
you will run of cards quickly. Make notes on business card that you
receive so you can remember who the person is.
The What apps group communication is great. Everyone can share the
highlights of the session he/she attended. Do participate.
If you find the presentation or content of the seminar / workshop you
attend does not spark your interest, just leave and hang out around at
the main reception area. There are always quite a few other attendees
around and it is a great opportunity to meet different people.
The contents for some of the workshops overlap. Don’t worry if you
miss out on one due to conflicts in breakout session.
Use all the opportunity to network with other angels around the world. I
learn as much from networking. As angels, we all seem to be quite
eager to share what works and what doesn’t work.

PLUS scanned copies of business cards… PLEASE!

ACA April 2017, San Francisco Trip Report Simon Walter, Ice
Angels

Key impressions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ACA delegates friendly, open, capable group of people eager to share knowledge and learn.
Great for new Angels like me to download essentials fast
Daunting size, variety and capability of startup, tech and VC machine in the Bay area
Some plenary ‘keynote’ presentations a bit superficial; most value in breakouts
Angels are a very diverse group … of white men! …But streams on impact investing and evident
leadership from growing number of women Angels
Angels Good, VCs Bad … but it’s complicated!
Conference App and information excellent

Key learnings
•
•
•
•
•

Goodbye small, targeted portfolio, hello diversification – at least 15 to 20 investments over
time, some say up to 50. Obviously most passive as one can only be active in a small number
ACA Innovation US startup showcase showed that though small, NZ innovation pipeline stacks
up well on quality and variety
Great to go and share as an NZ group, What’s App group great idea
Valuations … many wise words including importance of Angels getting founders not to push
early for too high a valuation in the interests of both parties
Critical importance of understanding and regularly reviewing the capital models and evolving
capital requirements of startups

•
•
•
•

Diversification, diversification, diversification!
Angel risk management is critically about setting and monitoring the investment terms as well as
the performance and direction of the startup business
Good learnings on funding rounds and pros & cons of convertible notes and variants, equity etc.
As an Angel, if you don’t like it, push back, get involved, negotiate!

Conference session insights and highlights
Weds 26 April
Wednesday pre-conference workshop –Mitigating Risk in Angel Investing
This was delivered very effectively by two women Angels from the Angel Resource Institute, Gwen
Edwards and Susan Preston. ARI produces the Halo research reports on US Angel activity and a host of
other open access data at https://angelresourceinstitute.org/research-reports.php
Key aspects I valued from the workshop were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Don’t get dazzled by Unicorns: $20M exit range and 5 x to 20 x is very respectable– most Angel
returns are in this zone.
Engage and mentor portfolio companies
Be strategic and coach the founders and Management to plan funding and keep exit options in
mind
Documentation - Great explanation and worked examples on term sheets, Redeemable
Preferred Stock, SAFES, Convertible notes Revenue based financing
Segment on 31% greater success rate of women entrepreneurs …
Portfolio size is critical to get a reasonable return over time – i.e., at least 15 to 20 companies in
a portfolio over time.

Opening Keynote
Very ho hum, scrappy Q & A session featuring 3 generations of the rather smug VC Draper family
chatting on stage.

Innovation Showcase Part 1 & 2
Great to get a raw exposure to a huge variety of US startups from all over the US and Chile. As noted
above, Kiwi deal flow I have seen over the last 18 months (about 90 companies) compared well.
Challenge is, of course, how to move through & beyond our domestic market, whereas the US startups
are already in the biggest market in the world.

Healthcare Transformation Keynote – Dave Chase, Rosetta
•

Secular trend of fast growing impact of sophisticated data management and analysis on
healthcare delivery & of course we have this close to home with Orion.

•

Looking at the world through US lens it’s clear that trends sweep through the startup world and
we are in the middle of a healthcare trend; pre conference workshop mentioned Angels are
sheep, and so I guess we need to be careful about following mindlessly when too much capital
gets allocated to one area, however high a positive impact the trend is having.

The American Angel- report on Demographics and Investment activity of US
Angels
Best to access presentation as there is a lot of interesting data: www.angelcapitalassociation.org Full
report will be available within a couple of months
•

Things which particularly struck me:
o Big, credible data set -1659 US Angels surveyed
o USD24Bn invested annually by 300,000 Angels
o 20% of US Angels are women
o Most important factor in startup for investors =quality of team - 85%
o Median Portfolio size is 7, 25th percentile 4, 75th percentile is 15
Based on general consensus at the conference, Angels need a portfolio of 15 – 20 investments
to have a statistical chance of getting a return … I guess smaller number of individual
investments may work if some funds are invested in. Research quoted by Prof Richard Harrison
(Int Exchange WS) showed 50 investments required to minimize risk of a poor return.
(Personally, realising I need to increase my portfolio size from current meagre 5 startups, no
funds, a big wake-up call for me.)

Thursday 27 April
(Breakfast Briefings not my thing!)
2016 Halo report
This focuses on the US Angel industry with some demographic info. Presentation gave an overview,
download full report at www.angelresource.org. Two things particularly struck me:
•
•

US median pre-money valuation pretty high – USD3.6 m in 2016, down from USD4.6M in
previous year!
New versus follow-on investing 50/50, demonstrating need for Angels to keep some powder,
quite a lot of powder, dry

Keynote-Ahead of the Curve – Opportunities for investing in Science & Technology
•

A bit bland, no insights, but I guess the sponsor has to have a slot.

Fireside Chat –How Angels & VCs are working in the new Washington DC
•

Session possibly of interest to some Americans.

Update on NIH & Life Sciences Funding
•
•
•

Timely reminder of the awesome historic and present American commitment to pure scientific
research which generates commercial opportunities in the Life Sciences
National Institutes of Health spend USD32.31Bn on basic and applied biomedical research
annually; USD928m funding for small businesses
Product development support, partnerships with private sector investors

Breakout session – How to think about investing up front – the importance of Portfolio
strategy
Dave Berkus from Tech Coast Angels & Peter Jungen NY Angels most impressive speakers
Some key points I picked up:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Angel investing gives you some of the entrepreneur’s kicks without the 24 hour day!
Boost your Angel poo by mixing and matching individual and fund investment strategy
Say you invest in 30 companies over 12 years – plan your time frame, keep plenty of dry powder
It is impossible to pick a winner!
Target a 25% IRR over life of your portfolio
Don’t wait for the IPO – take profitable early exits if they make sense
Average years to +ve exit =7.5yrs
Don’t rely too heavily on your old industry background/knowledge – an innovative startup could
be very different and disrupt that industry.
Keep back a minimum of 25% more capital available for follow-on
Remember startups can require mezzanine capital at the ‘last minute’ while negotiating an exit.
Follow-on strongly with your favourites when they are proving themselves
Key startup success factors include – speed to market, relationship, process, context.

Breakout Session – Sources of Follow-on Rounds, Liquidity and Exits for Angel Group
Portfolio Companies
•
•

Angels need to structure their investments to make sure common stock rights are protected
Take care you have pro-rata investment (follow-on) rights over time

•
•
•
•
•

Always make your own assessment of the startups’ capital requirements over time, update
regularly
In many startup investment VC involvement is inevitable – don’t take one, take two – more
healthy tension!
Coach the founder(s) to pro-actively identify, profile and build relationships with potential
acquirers.
Note that many Corporate venture units have become quite autonomous and easier to
approach direct rather than via main business.
Be flexible in thinking about getting liquidity – perhaps sell some equity at a VC round at a lower
multiple than you are hoping for at final exit, but reduce risk.

Keynote- The Crèche of Innovation – a warp speed History of Silicon Valley, Dr. Morton
Grosser
Far and away the best keynote, inspirational. Drew a picture (1900 to 1945) of the early cultural and
academic factors which underpinned the development of Silicon Valley’s extraordinary venture and
innovation culture. Highly recommend checking out the man’s history and TED talks online.
Lessons for NZ? Key research institutes, academics collaborating with industry and a risk taking culture
all essential ingredients in Silicon Valley.

Breakout – Valuation 101
Good slides summary on this in the App, key points for me
•

•
•

Startup valuation – given lack of evidence at the early stage -seems more of an art than a
science and Angels need to triangulate different methodologies and see what best suits an
individual situation
In general, the lower the startup valuation at early stages, more chance of a reasonable return
for Angels …
Angels need to think about 3 return drivers – pre-money valuation, subsequent dilution, exit
amount.

Hot Topic Roundtables
Angel/Venture Funds – Selecting the best Structures and Models
•

A lot of this focused on US legal structures & tax issues but overwhelming comment that
managing a small fund (under USD40M) was very difficult to make cost effective because of
inevitable administration costs even if investment management done voluntarily. I’m

wondering about the impact of this in NZ and whether our DIY approaches are sustainable or
not.

Keynote – Cindy Whitehead & Sex Angels & an USD1Bn exit.
•

Raised$100 M from Angel syndicates, no VCs … biggest point for me was how Valliant bought
the drug for $1Bn then – to date- never commercialized it!

Breakout – Understanding Capital Models
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Capital requirement for startup is least understood risk area
Most people ignore how frequently and rapidly liquidity in capital markets changes, making a
huge impact from one year to the next on what will get funded. As seed and subsequent
funders, Angels are very vulnerable to changes in venture capital markets’ vie of what is and
what isn’t fundable.
If funding dries up at a critical moment, Angels will l lose most if not all of their investment if the
funding requirement is beyond what the ae able/prepared to support
Need to understand capital efficiency of the business model
We want people around the board table who are looking out for our interests
The more funding rounds there are, the worse it gets for Angels
Need to agree milestones with founders which match key achievements with capital used.
How much money will it take to get to point A?
Get founders to understand that conservative valuations are their friend as it makes plotting a
series of funding rounds with a rising valuation much easier
VCs are our enemies … and our friends!

Breakout –Structuring Deals
Mostly covered similar ground to Weds opening workshop, additional learnings:
•
•
•
•
•

Reverse vesting for founders critical to protect Angel interests and indeed viability of the startup
going forward.
Convertible debt can be a tool to help keep early pre-money valuations DOWN
MFN OR Most Favoured Nation clause critical –IE if later investors get any preferences than I get
them too in equal measure
Cash flow redemption options when exit takes a long time
Don’t turn your nose up at early opportunities to reduce risk by selling down some equity at a
respectable multiple

Conference organization – key “do’s and don’ts” you picked up
Can’t really think of any issues, it is very benign, welcoming learning environment – Highly recommend
it, jump in. I will be back in a few years for another ACA dose and am a definite for the Kiwi Angels
conference.

Contacts /Discussions included …
Faz Bashi, Life Science Angels, SF
David Grahame LINC Scotland
Chintaka Ranatunga Global from Day one fund
Ben Pidgeon, vison TYech Angels
Nelson Gray, Ohio Tech Angels
Jordan Green, Melbourne Angels
Christian Jantzen, Aarhus, Denmark – Ag Science/Tech Investor
Niklas Geust, Ikorni Invest Boback, Finland
Richard Harrison, Uni of Edinborough Business School
Peter Jungen, New York Angels, Germany
John Mactaggart Brisbane Angels
Bill Payne, Frontier Angels USA
Trevor Dickinson, Angel HQ Wellington
Jeremiah Supple, Arcadian Angels Louisiana
And, last but not least, Julian So, Enterprise Angels

Simon Walter, 7 May, 2017
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Key impressions
 A great forum for learning – multiple content streams running
concurrently and some targeted at newer Angel investors
 There is huge experience in the US Angel investing community and the
conference brings you terrific insights – each session typically has
around 3 presenters sharing their toolkit and war stories
 Very easy to network and you’ll meet a variety of investors giving you
new perspectives on a range of industries, strategies and tools
 Also a great way to meet up with NZ Angels from other groups
 The US scene is typically tightly geographically focused and cross
syndication is also within a geography – only a few Angel groups talked
about being geography agnostic. This results in geographically different
norms for seed stage valuations, higher in places like San Fran and
lower in Idaho. The VC’s as well as Angels are investing within a close
proximity. On return I’ll be interested to investigate how widely the
deals flow around NZ
 The US Angel groups tend to have a mixture of funds and individual
investments, some lead with the fund and then individuals co-invest,
some are the other way around. Impression that there is greater
participation around voting on the investments and getting involved in
Due Diligence in some of the US groups than in NZ
 A number of online investment platforms were present (eg Propel X
coming out of MIT university, Canada based fast track) – it appears
they will become established in the Angel scene but probably for
smaller ticket investments (Angels still want to ‘eyeball’ the founders
when it comes to significant investments)

Key learnings
1) What to Expect as an Angel Investor – How to Play to Win
 Establish your investment parameters – 3 to 10% of investable
assets is typical investment ‘pot’
 Building a diverse portfolio
 Make a minimum of 20-25 investments, “don’t waste $50k
on a few investments” – Bill Payne
 Think about diversity in terms of industry and maturity
timeframes for the companies
 Build out your portfolio in a slow but steady way, take 3-5
years to make 10 investments
 Be patient as the best returns will take time (think of your
investment pot as a 10 year fund)
 Companies returning 1-5X investment typically take around
4 years, but above 30X returns take 6 years (ARI study of
1,137 exits)
 The failures will happen faster so it is normal to take the
losses early-on as an Angel, the key to success is
diversification and patience
 Only 1 in 10 of your investments will make the returns for the
whole portfolio
 Join an Angel group – solo investing takes a lot more work to
screen deals and do meaningful Due Diligence – typically only
around 5% of deals get funded as there is screening upfront by
the deal flow committee and then the investors decide what
goes to Due Diligence and then what is funded
 Be active in identifying deal flow, there are ~12-25k start ups
every year in the world. Look at online platforms to increase
exposure to what’s going on. Twitter and Demo Days provide
deals that do 50% better than referrals to Angel groups
 Look for opportunities that have good product/market fit and
then look for customer traction. You have to like the idea and
think maybe you can make a difference for the team
 Take Due Diligence (DD) seriously – there is a correlation
between collective DD hours and the investment return (<20
hours – 1.1X, >20 hours – 5.9X and >30hrs 7.1X). The sweet
spot appears to be a minimum of 20 hours of collective effort
engaging on all the key issues
 Use at least 3 methods for valuing a company. In NZ we are
typically presented with a ‘pre-money’ view at the pitch stage –
revisit this during Due Diligence and be sure that the deal can
return you 20X if it goes well (don’t look at 3-5X opportunities at
early seed stage)
 Create a spreadsheet to track money in and out per year across
your portfolio
 A successful, well diversified portfolio can return an IRR of circa
25% over 10 years following the above principles

2) What Good Due Diligence Looks Like
 There are some good checklist tools around, get familiar with
those as a start but don’t apply in a ‘one size fits all’ manner
 Divide DD into Phase 1 – identifying top 3-5 ‘deal breaker
issues’ and then Phase 2 – drilling into the deal breaker issues
 Start with a simple conversation with the founders “Tell us what
is so hard about this sector / what makes you the best?”
(Founders Fund) The quality of the answers will give you a good
sense of whether the company will stand apart from others
 Use experts as much as possible – having everyone on the DD
team tapping into their personal networks for expertise is much
better than having half-baked conversations where no-one really
has deep expertise. Ask your expert contacts for 1 hour of their
time to help out. Consider paying for specialist advice
 When testing the Intellectual Property, Founders Fund VC ask
themselves if the company is likely to be able to defend its
position for 10-20 years without IP protection.
 Capital DD is often overlooked – who will fund the next round?
Are VC’s interested in this sector, will there be enough uplift for
VCs to be interested?
 Test the exit strategy up front – very few IPOs these days.
Founders should be credible about who will buy them and why
 Team Oriented DD – Having confidence in the founders is
absolutely paramount
i.
Do they listen (ie are they coachable) – test this
early in conversation with them? Stop and ask
yourself if they are really listening to your questions,
or just waiting to tell you more of their pitch
ii.
Do the founder(s) have previous CEO experience,
previous successful exits? – these increase success
iii.
Teams tend to be more successful than solo owners
iv.
Significant industry experience is important
v.
Salaries are inversely correlated with success
vi.
Integrity is a must, fabrications are deal breakers
vii.
Test motivation – high level of ownership that can
withstand further rounds of investment
 Have a candid conversation with the founder(s) about their
future roles as part of the DD – a new CEO may be needed
 Think about ‘what can go right’ as well as what can go wrong.
This can be done by having two DD teams – one arguing for and
one arguing against the investment. Some Angel groups rotate
investors through these teams. It overcomes the tendency to
reject the game changing businesses (eg Rocket Labs)
 Produce a report of 8-20 pages – a succinct report can help to
get the deal funded through syndication – going to another
Angel group with a mountain of material for them to churn
through will be less effective

3) How to Add Value as an Angel Investor
 A board seat may be appropriate early-on for significant Angel
investors (ie ‘lead-investor’ - in the USA a $500k contribution)
but the board comes with a responsibility to stay across frequent
twists and turns – think hard about if you can really commit
 Help the founders to build the culture and the team
 Give access to your skills and your connections
 Help with the basics they need on execution based on your
experience (eg Jason Kerr’s Master Execution Spreadsheet,
Mick Liubinskas’ building block method helping to visualize
the pathway from $10k revenue to $10b company. Mick is
cofounder and Alumni manager for Muru-D incubator)
 Most importantly, your enthusiasm will boost the team!



Take a mentoring approach and share stories, the founders
need to learn from experience
 Share the context that you understand from looking at dozens
(or more) of deals
 Help the founder to look after himself/herself – personal checkins are very important
 Founder burn out can be an issue, encourage ‘time out’ too
 Philosophy shared by the Draper Family keynote address
 “Positivity is infectious
 Think ‘bigger’
 There is unlimited upside, only 1x downside
 Your relationship with the founder is a proprietary advantage
 90% of life is showing up, trying hard and staying positive”

4) Helping our Start-Ups to Scale Up (produced from the Roundtable
session, also sent as powerpoint document)

5) Removing Bias and Improving the Odds – Astia Portfolio
 Angels / VC with quantitative background have developed a rigorous
approach to remove potential biases and focus investment decisions
on the criteria that are proven to make a difference to returns
 Astia use expert advisors to look at the industry lens and experienced
entrepreneurs to look at the operations lens of potential deals – they
are only seeing summary views without information about the team to
remove any bias about the person. They need to score as individuals
without collaboration to remove ‘group think’ bias. The experts are
forced to rate them as pass/no-pass to avoid ‘maybe’ territory
 The Angel investors in Astia receive the pitch documents only to
determine whether the executive team will meet the founders
 ‘Gut feel’ is useful to test (eyeball) the founder(s), but this is the last
step in the Astia process as it’s more helpful not to meet them early



Insights and suggestions for Angel Investors
 Pre-distribute pitch information for investors to think about the
content without influence of personality in the pitch
 Ask for individual comments before people have a chance to talk
 Provide ‘yes, probably not, and definitely no’ options so people can
express a negative view without saying ‘no’
 Look for diversity in the team and those who surround them
 Engage experts in the Due Diligence – without influencing them

6) Investing in Science and Innovation
 Founder of MIT science start up platform PropelX suggested 3 areas
where rapidly declining cost curves are creating new opportunities
 Battery storage
 Genome sequencing (applications like personalised medicine)
 Computation cost (Artificial intelligence). Complementary to this,
opportunities around sensing technologies which create big data
 Be careful about the ‘product/era fit’ (500 Start Ups term) as technology
gives a sense of what is possible but can take a long time to mature –
ask if the market ready to adopt this at scale?
 Apple, Google and Netflicks were not ‘inventors’ but built on
from other infrastructure
 Suggestion that VR headsets for example are too early
 The practical use case needs to be very clear (“fund innovations, not
inventions”), and the team need deep execution experience in the
vertical they are targetting (eg the founders of Magnetic Insight who
won the ACA Innovation award for 2017 had 20+ yrs with MRI scans)
 Artificial intelligence, what will win are applications that represent the
self AND have an emotional interaction with humans
 Auckland Uni Baby X has ‘unlocked’ a lot of applications
 Internet of Things (IOT) – likely to see a lot of innovation using voice
commands for household applications
 Important to do good Due Diligence around the Intellectual Property, is
it defendable? Lawyer in this space calls it a ‘wild west’ of patents
7) NZ – USA Connections
 Perspective from Scott Nolan of Founders Fund on what kind of
innovations NZ is well placed to lead
 Agriculture
 CGI
 Tests for other markets
 Government sales processes (small environment to test)
 NZ companies with a strategy to scale up in the USA could consider an
early move into a US incubator – a couple of examples are
 500 Start-Ups – offer $150k funding for 6% (valuation $2.5m)
which can be feasible for NZ start-ups after early seed round or
as part of a seed round after FFF money. Look for revenue $0.5$1.5m. After 4 month programme companies valued at $6-$9m
and about 20% get funded as a result of the Demo Day
 Boost VC – focused on Blockchain, BitCoin and Virtual Reality.
Offer $50k for 7%. Funded by Adam Draper
 Another programme to consider is the Draper University ‘Hero Training
Programme’ where people can ready themselves for entrepreneurship
over 6 weeks. It has 800 Alumni from 63 countries who have started
600 companies. http://www.draperuniversity.com/apply/

Conference session insights and highlights








‘The Importance of Portfolio Strategy’ – highlight was Dave Berkus
sharing his personal portfolio
 From 1981 to 2017 supported 161 companies in 300 rounds
 14% gave positive returns, 21% negative, 65% still alive
 Cash Out versus Cash In is 7.6X (not inflation adjusted)
 6 deals have provided 90% of his gains
‘A warp speed history of Silicon Valley’ - Keynote by Dr Morton Grosser
 Post World War II Stanford had a massive shake up as the
university was forced to accept returning soldiers flooding into
San Francisco. A new leadership took over including Fred
Ternan (MIT phD) to run engineering who believed universities
should work closely with industry – he had published a paper on
this idea in 1935. This was the starting point for Silicon Valley.
 Grosser believes it is never too early to engage young minds
‘Sex, Angels and a $1b exit’ – Keynote by Cindy Whitehead. Cindy
illustrated to us the qualities that we should look for in a founder
 “Don’t accept narratives that impede progress – they often
oversimplify issues (eg only emotions control women’s libido)”
 “Be unapologetic in the mission – with customer perspective at
the heart of it”
 “Embrace the workhorse to become the unicorn”
‘The Resource Efficiency Revolution: How it’s Changing the Global
Economy’ – Closing Keynote by Steve Westly
 Millennials are less interested in material ownership and more
interested in sustainability - which is fueling disruption like Uber,
Airbnb and Tesla that has taken orders for 400k cars recently
 Message is that society is on the cusp of enormous change,
similar to when ‘The New World’ was discovered in the 1600’s.
Spanish Coins from Gibraltar that were minted ‘Ne Plus Ultra’
(there is nothing else – believed to be the edge of the world)
were re-issued to say ‘Plus Ultra’!
 Steve Westly has created a foundation to help smart 18-25 year
olds who have ideas to change the world http://westly.org/

Conference organization – key “do’s and don’ts” you picked up
 The optional ‘Angel Investing Overview’ was excellent for new Angels
and definitely worth the money to register for it
 Download the conference App – you can easily keep track of where
you need to be and who the presenters are that you are listening to
 Take part in the NZ crew ‘What’sApp’ group to share insights
 Don’t bother with the ‘first time to the conference’ session on the first
day at 2pm, you’ll do better to network in the open spaces
 If you want to take advantage of the discounted room rates at the
conference venue then get in early

PLUS scanned copies of business cards… PLEASE!

